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Given an Hereditary Noetherian ring, its finitely generated torsion modules 
are subject to a specified contravariant duality functor, interchanging left and 
right modules. This duality yields among others many of the well-known 
results for these rings. For instance, when applied to the ring of integers one 
recover the structure of the injective torsion abelian groups and their ring of 
endomorphisms, as well as the structure theory for finitely generated torsion 
abelian groups. These results follow from the duality. It turns out that the 
specified duality in this case is just an isomorphism of a finite abelian group 
with its character group. A similar consequence results for every commutative 
Dedekind domain. In particular these rings admit a contravariant functor on 
their linitely generated torsion module, that is an isomorphism on each such 
module. Some results are derived in more general cases, for instance, for 
Noetherian rings of injective dimension one. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Hereditary Noetherian rings have been studied recently in connection with 
Dedekind rings. 
This paper considers a duality of torsion modules in Noetherian prime 
rings, as well as in Noetherian prime rings of injective dimension one. This is 
normally linked to the study of some specific injective modules. Among the 
application of the duality, we recover and sometimes generalize the results 
that were formerly obtained by Eisenbud and Griffith [ll], Bass [5], Matlis 
[18, 191) Michler [20], Eisenbud and Robson [21,22], and Robson [23]. 
After some general properties of torsion modules are investigated in 
Section 3, we turn in Section 4 to investigate into the duality induced by 
Ext,l(---, R) on finitely generated torsion module, for a Noetherian ring R 
with inj dim, R = 1. A similar type duality was studied by Auslander and 
Bridger [2] and Cohn [9]. The results include among others, some results 
of Matlis [18] and Bass [5]. In Section 5 we apply the results to hereditary 
rings, to obtain among others the result of Eisenbud and Griffith [l I] that its 
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proper residue rings are generalized uniserial. Also we obtain under some 
restrictions information about the ring of endomorphisms of indecomposable 
torsion injective module. 
Some of the general results that we shall obtain in the sequel, when applied 
to commutative Dedekind domains, Dedekind rings, and bounded hereditary 
Noetherian rings, lead to some well-known theorems. We leave out the details 
of these deductions for the interested reader. However, we wish to point out 
that Proposition 5.5 generalizes the structure theorem for injective (torsion) 
modules over a Dedekind domain and their ring of endomorphisms. 
Furthermore, the duality yields an isomorphism of these modules with 
their duals. It is this property, and the fact that as a functor the duality is 
contravariant that lead to the structure theorem of finitely generated torsion 
modules. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper we always assume that a ring has an identity, and 
that a module is a unitary module. We do not specify the side on which the 
ring operates on the module, whenever this is clear from the context, as for 
instance: “If M is a left R-module, then Hom,(M, R) is an R-module.” 
An ideal I in R is termed essential, if R is an essential extension of I. 
A left (right) module M is a torsion module if the annihilator ideal of each 
of its elements is an essential ideal. 
A left (right) module M is termed torsionless, if the natural homorphism 
iI4 -+ Hom,(Hom,(M, R), RR) is a monomorphism. 
Set hf* = Hom,(M, R), set M, = Ext,l(M, R), and let E(M) denote the 
injective envelop of M. 
A left (right) module M is torsion free if the annihilator ideal of every 
nonzero element of M is not essential. 
A left (right) module M is indecomposable if M = K @L implies K = 0 
0rL = 0. 
A left (right) module M is irreducible if every submodule of M is inde- 
composable. 
A two sided ideal I in R is a prime ideal if a, b $ I implies aRb # I. 
An Artinian ring R is a generalized uniserial ring, if every indecomposable 
direct summand of R has a unique composition series. 
An element r E R is termed regular, if r is not a right nor a left zero divisor. 
A prime left Goldie ring is a ring R in which (1) 0 is a prime ideal, (2) there 
are no infinite direct sums of left ideals, and (3) R has the ascending chain 
condition on annihilator left ideals. A prime left Goldie ring has a left quotient 
ring S which is a simple Artinian ring. 
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R is a left (right) order in S if R is a subring of S, if every regular 
element of R has an inverse in S, and if every element s of S is of the form 
s = a-%(s = &z-l) for some regular element a of R. R is an order in S, if it is 
both a left and a right order in S. 
3. TORSION MODULES 
Our main object in this section is the comparison of the conditions (1) 
M* = 0, and (2) M is a torsion module. 
By modifying the corresponding proof in [15] one verifies that M* = 0 
implies that M = Ext,l(A, R), f or a suitable module A, whenever M is a 
finitely presented module. We also discuss the correpondence M -+ A. 
Let R be an order in a ring E, so that E is injective both as a left and as a 
right module. This for instance is the case if E is a simple (Artinian) ring, 
as one may verify via the Baer criterion and the facts that every left (right) 
ideal is a direct summand of an essential left (right) ideal, and that every left 
(right) essential ideal contains a regular element. Even though some of the 
following results are valid on the general setting, we restrict ourselves from 
here on to the case that E is a simple Artinian ring, and R # E. 
As the hypothesis is left-right symmetric, so will be the results; however we 
will state them for left modules only. 
We list some useful properties of torsion modules, the proof of which 
is almost straightforward from the definitions, so we omit their proofs. 
(*) Let 0 + M’ -+ M -+ M” -+ 0 be an exact sequence of left modules, 
then M is a torsion module iff both M’ and M” are torsion modules. 
If M is any left module, then denote by T(M) the subset of M consisting 
of those elements of M whose annihilator is essential. Then T(M) is a subset 
of M, M is a torsion module if M = T(M), and M is torsion free if T(M) = 0. 
The following results may easily be derived: 
LEMMA 3.1. For every Jinitely generated left module M, the right module 
M, , M, = Ext,l(M, R), is a torsion module. 
Proof. From the exact sequence 0 -+ K J F -+ M---f 0, where F 
is a finitely generated free left module, it follows that the sequence 
F* L K* -+ M---f 0 is exact. Since E is a left injective module, essential 
extension of R, and since an ideal that contains a regular element is an essential 
ideal (see [13]), the result follows by straightforward computations. 
Observe that if M* = 0, and if M is a finitely generated module, then 
N* = 0 for every submodule N of M. In particular, such a module M does 
not contain a projective submodule (compare with Corollary 3.6 [l]). 
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LEMMA 3.2. A torsionless module is torsion free. A torsion free, fkitely 
generated module, is torsionless. 
Proof. Obvious. 
Of course, without the finiteness assumption on i?f, not much can be 
deduced, as E itself is a torsion free but not a torsionless module, as a matter 
of fact E* = 0. However, this cannot happen if the module of relations is 
finitely generated. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let M be a left module so that: (1) M* = 0 and (2) there 
exists an exact sequence FI -+ F,, -+ M -+ 0, where F,, is a torsionless module, 
and FI is a Jinitely generated module. Then M is a torsion module. 
Proof. Obvious. 
A straightforward reasoning now yields the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let M be a finitely generated left R-module. Then M is a 
torsion module ~$7 M* = 0. 
The next lemma is a slight generalization of problem 9 [6, p. 1231, and its 
proof can be derived by a suitable modification of the proof of that problem. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let 0 -+F, 5 ..* + F,, --+ A + 0 be a proj*ective resolution 
of a left module A of projective dimension n, n 2 1, over an arbitrary ring R. 
If F,, isfiniteb generated, then Ext,*(A, R) # 0. 
We close this section by stating a duality type proposition which will turn 
out to be crucial in what follows. In [2] and [9] similar dualities were studied 
for different classes of modules over various rings. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let A* = Exti(A, R) = 0 for i > 2, for the left 
module A. Let there exist a projective resolution F,,, ---t * * * -+ F, + A + 0, where 
Fi are finitely generated modules. Let r. inj dim R = t. Then 
A ‘v Ext,i (Ext$(A, R), R). 
In particular, A = 0 iff Ext,l(A, R) = 0. 
Remark that none of the hypotheses imposed on R is necessary for Proposi- 
tion 3.6 to hold. 
4. INJ DIMR R = 1 
Throughout this section we impose on R additional restrictions, to that 
of being an order in the simple Artinian ring E: 
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(1) R is a left and right Noetherian ring, and 
(2) 1. inj dim, R = r. inj dim, R = 1. 
In particular E/R is an injective module, both as a left and as a right 
module. Among others, it is the object of this section to investigate the 
module E/R. 
The main object of this section is to investigate into the duality between 
left and right finitely generated torsion module, to study its invariants, and to 
point out some applications. 
A consequence of Proposition 3.6 and Lemma 3.1 is that ExtRf( -, R) 
yields an exact functor between the categories of left and right finitely 
generated torsion modules, such that Ext,l(Ext,r(-, R), R) is naturally 
equivalent to the identity. Hence, for left (right) finitely generated torsion 
modules M(A), the correspondence M + A given by A = Ext,l(M, R) 
(M = Ext,‘(A, R)) is a bijection. In particular, for every finitely generated 
module X, Exti(X, R) = 0 for all i’s iff X = 0. 
We start by proving that this correspondence carries an indecomposable 
module into an indecomposable one, and a simple module into a simple 
one. 
At this spot we wish to point out that without assuming that R is a 
Noetherian ring, one could still get some similar results, as long as one 
considers not just finitely generated modules, but those modules for which the 
modules of relations are finitely generated. Also, as long as one is concerned 
with left modules solely, part of the consequences are still valid upon 
requiring that R be a right Noetherian ring. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A be a left jinitely generated torsion module, then 
Ext,l(A, R) is an indecomposable module, whenever A is indecomposable. 
Proof. As A, is a finitely generated torsion module, and as r. inj dim, R = 1, 
any decomposition A, = A, @ A, leads by Propositions 3.4 and 3.6 to a 
decomposition of A N A,, , and vice versa. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let J be a simple left module. Then Ext,l( J, R) is a simple 
module. 
Proof. If J were not a torsion module, it would follow that R is a simple 
ring. Consequently, J is a torsion module. The rest follows by contradiction. 
An immediate consequence that follows by induction on the length 1 of 
Artinian torsion modules is: 
LEMMA 4.3. If A is an Artinian torsion module, then l(A) = l(A.+). 
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Our next aim is to derive the result that a finitely generated torsion module 
M is an Artinian module, by pointing out a process that leads to a construc- 
tion of a composition series for M. 
LEMMA 4.4. A left fkitely generated torsion module contains a simple 
module. 
Proof. A left finitely generated torsion module contains a maximal sub- 
module. The rest follows from the .+ duality and Lemma 4.2. 
Consequently there follows a result that was obtained by Robson in [23] 
for the Hereditary case. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. A left J;nitely generated torsion module is an Artinian 
module. 
We can now derive the result concerning the Krull dimension of R: 
THEOREM 4.6. Every nonzero prime ideal of R is a maximal ideal. 
Proof. This follows immediately, as a nonzero ideal is necessarily an 
essential ideal. 
Notice that the residue ring R/I is an Artinian ring for every nonzero 
two sided ideal 1, since 1 is an essential ideal. This has already been obtained 
by Robson in [23]. 
We turn now to study the injective module E/R. 
THEOREM 4.7. Every indecomposable direct summand of E/R is the injective 
envelope of a simple module. 
Proof. follows from Lemma 4.4 and the fact that E/R is a torsion module. 
If E’ is an indecomposable submodule of E/R, and if S,,, is the preimage 
of the socle of E’IS, under the canonical epimorphism E’ -+ E’IS, , then 
sn f &,I 9 as long as E’ # S, . Furthermore, as Re is an Artinian module 
for every e in E’, we have E’ = (Jz=, S, . We set S,, = 0. 
There still remains the problem of determining the number of copies of a 
given simple module in the socle of E/R. To this extent we have: 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let S, be a submodule of the socle of E/R such that (1) 
for every simple module S, Hom,(S, S,,) # 0, and (2) for every simple sub- 
module s’ of So, Hom,(S’, S,/S) = 0. Then E/R = E(S,)R. 
Proof. Since S,,R is a two sided submodule of E/R, then for every simple 
module S, Hom,(S, S,,R) is a nonzero submodule of Hom,(S, E/R) N 
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ExtR1(S, R). Every homomorphism f, f : S + E/R, has its image in the socle 
of E/R. Since Hom,(S, E/R) is a simple module, then necessarily 
Hom,(S, S,,R) = Hom,(S, E/R). 
Since this holds for every simple module S, S,R is the socle of E/R. From 
Theorem 4.7 we obtain equalities in the chain of inequalities E(S,,R) C 
E(S,,) R C E/R. This establishes the proposition. 
There follows a generalization of a result of Bass [5] for the case 
inj dim R = 1, which was obtained for the Hereditary case by Eisenbud and 
Robson in [21]. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. Let J be an invertible ideal. Then RI J is a QF-ring. 
Proof. J is a faithful projective ideal, thus J*/R = J*/ JJ* is an R/J-pro- 
jective module. Also, R/J is an Artinian ring. Finally, E/R is an R-injective 
module, whence every homomorphism of an R/J-module into E/R lands at 
J*/R. Thus J*IR is an R/ J-injective module, and consequently RI J is a 
QF-ring. We could use the * duality to prove that proposition by checking 
the annihilating condition in RI J. 
5. HEREDITARY RINGS 
Throughout this section R is assumed to be a left and right Noetherian 
ring, an order in E, and 1. gl dim R = r. gl dim R = 1. 
Using the duality * , we succeed in getting a better insight of indecom- 
posable injective submodules of E/R, we prove that finitely generated 
indecomposable nonfaithful torsion modules are cyclic and the proper 
residue rings of R are generalized uniserial rings. 
Studying the ring of endomorphisms of an indecomposable injective sub- 
module of E/R in some special cases, we end up with rings that deserve to be 
regarded as the completion of the localization at prime ideals (see [ZO]). 
Our first object is the passage from cyclic modules to modules that can be 
embedded in E/R. 
We keep on not specifying the side on which the ring operates on the module 
whenever this is clear from the context. However, special care should be 
taken upon the term “ideal” that will mean in this section a two sided ideal. 
The “ideal” itself will be considered as a left or a right ideal, as the case will 
be. For instance, when we write “the ideal I considered as a left ideal”, this 
is to imply that I* is the right submodule of E for which II* C R and I*I 3 R, 
i.e., Horn&, R) considered as a submodule of E where the homomorphisms 
are left R-module homomorphisms. 
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Recall that because of the symmetry of the hypotheses, all our results 
have left-right symmetrization. 
Straightforward results from the * duality are the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 5.1. Let M be a finitely generated torsion module. Then M has a 
unique maximal proper submodule i@ M, is irreducible. 
LEMMA 5.2. A finitely generated torsion module M is a cyclic module i# 
M, embeds in E/R. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let M be a finitely generated torsion module, such that 
M, is irreducible. Then M is a cyclic module. 
COROLLARY 5.4. A jnitely generated torsion module with a unique maximal 
proper submodule is a cyclic module. 
An application to a special case leads to a result similar to that of Michler 
POI- 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let R be a bounded Noetherian prime ring in which 
maximal ideals commute, then E(M) f or a simple module M is uniserial, and 
End(E(M)) = A is a complete principal ideal domain. 
Proof. That E(M) is uniserial is a consequence of the fact that maximal 
ideals in R commute, and thus the proper factor rings of R are QF-rings. 
In particular it follows that E(M) is isomorphic to E(M)/M(or else E(M) is a 
simple module in which case we are done). Let f E A denote the composition 
E(M) + E(M)/M N E(M). One easily verifies that f generates the maximal 
ideal of A, as a left ideal. Whence the left ideals in A are generated 6y powers 
off. As E(M) is uniserial it follows that if fi , fi ,... is a Cauchy sequence 
in A thenfi + (fi -fi) + ... is a well-defined element in A and is the limit 
of the sequence. Consequently, A is complete. 
Finally, let h be an invertible element of A and let M’ be a finitely generated 
submodule of E(M). E(M) b ein g uniserial implies easily that if the two sided 
maximal ideal I annihilates M, then Ik annihilates M’. Furthermore, M’ is 
cyclic and if M” ,C M’ then Iz annihilates M” with I < k. Consequently, if 
the restriction off to M’ carries M’ onto M”, and if M’ = Rm’, M” = Rm”, 
f(m’) = m” and u(m”) = rm” for some r E R, then r q! I. If we define 
@(m’) = rm’ then ~(xm’) = xrm’ defines a homomorphism of M’ onto M’, 
since xm’ = 0 yields x E Ik whence xrm’ = 0. Extending B to a homomorphism 
w,, of E(M) into E(M) this implies that for every finitely generated sub- 
module M’ of E(M) a homomorphism w,,’ exists such that on M’ uf = f&r . 
Considering all possible extension w,,’ over all submodules M’, we can 
choose a set vMr that is naturally ordered. This set will form a Cauchy 
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sequence in A, and its limit v will satisfy uf = fi on all of E(M). It is clear that 
er is invertible and that the left maximal ideal is also right maximal and as 
such is generated by f. Consequently, the only ideals of A are the two sided 
ideals generated by powers off, f kA = Af Ic. 
By Proposition 4.8, if J is an invertible ideal then R/J is a QF-ring. In 
particular, if J is some power of a maximal ideal, it easily follows that R/J is a 
uniserial ring. This property has been noticed by Eisenbud and Robson 
in [21]. 
Among the ideals in R that commute with every maximal ideal are the 
nonidempotent ideals. These ideals are all invertible (see [21, 231). 
LEMMA 5.6. A maximal ideal I such that I # I2 is an invertible ideal that 
commutes with every maximal ideal J. 
Consequently, it suffices to verify the nature of R/X where X = I1 .*. It 
and each Zj is a maximal ideal so that Ii2 = Ij , as far as its being a uniserial 
ring is considered. 
A further analysis of the correspondence induced by the * duality for 
submodules of E/R leads to discover many cyclic submodules within E/R. 
LEMMA 5.7. Let Rm in E/R be a simple module. Then (Rm), = mR. In 
particular mR is a simple module. 
Proof. Lemma follows by comparison of (Rm), and the subset of homo- 
morphisms {xm + xm~},.,~ of Hom(Rm, E/R). 
Remark that the last argument always yields the embedding of mR into 
Hom(Rm, E/R). We thus obtain l(mR) < Z((Rm),). Dually we obtain 
Z(Rm) < Z((mR),). S’ mce by Lemma 4.3 Z(M) = Z(M,) for a finitely generated 
torsion module we have 
Z(Rm) < Z((mR),) = Z(mR) < Z((Rm),) = Z(Rm) therefore equality holds. 
Consequently, we have 
LEMMA 5.8. Let Rm be a submodule of E/R, then mR = (Rm)* . In 
particular if Rm is a two sided module, then Rm = mR, whenever Rm is a 
semisimple module. 
The last part of the lemma results by observing that since Rm is a semi- 
simple module, and since for x E Rm we have (xR), = Rx C Rm, we must 
have that Rm is semisimple also when considered as a right module. Further- 
more, if y E Rm is such that y $ mR, then mR + yR = m,R 3 mR (see 
Proposition 5.10 for the existence of ml) and this leads to a contradiction 
since Rm, C Rm and Z(Rm) > Z(Rm,) = Z(m,R) > Z(mR) = Z(Rm), 
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COROLLARY 5.9. Let Rm be a submodule of E/R and let U be its inverse 
image in E under the canonical epimorphism. Then U = I* for some ideal I. If 
Rm is a simple module then I is a maximal right ideal. 
The proof is a consequence of the natural identification of Hom(R/I, E/R) 
with F/R. 
Of significant importance in what follows, and of special interest in its 
own sake is: 
PROPOSITION 5.10. Let M = Rm, @ ... @ Rmi (i > 2) be a submodule of 
E/RwithRmj,j = 1 = -*a , i, a simple module. Then M is a cyclic module. 
Proof. Let I r ,..., Ii be the right annihilator ideals of m1 ,..., mi corres- 
pondingly. Then miR = R/lj is a simple module as lie/R = Rmj is for 
j = l,..., i. Wefirstaimatshowingthat(I,n...nI,)* =11*+ ..*+Ii*and 
4 + I, n **a n Ii = R. We proceed by going down induction: Suppose 
(Ik n +.. n It)* = Ire* + *-- + Ii* for some K > 1. If I*-r 3 I* n ... n Ii 
then we have I& C (Ik n .-* n Ii)* = Ik* + ... + Ii* which leads to a 
contradiction when we consider the last inequality upon its canonical image 
in E/R. Consequently, Itie + I, n ... n Ii = R or R/I,-, n ‘.. n Ii = 
Wk-l 0 Wk n **. n Ii. In particular, Ik n .** n &/I,-, n *.. n Ii , being the 
kernel of the canonical epimorphism R/I,-, n 1.. n Ii + R/I, n *.. n Ii is a 
simple module. The *duality now implies that (Ike1 n . . - n Ii) */(lk n . * * n Ii)* 
is a simple module. Therefore, the inclusions 
&* + *-* +Ii*gI,*-, + --- +Ii*C(lk-,n ..en&)* 
now imply that I,*_, + ..* + Ii” = (IIc-r n . . . n Ii) *. That the first inclusion 
is proper is a result of the equality Itie1 + Ik n ... n Ii = R. The going 
down induction will lead to the results stated. Set Kr = I, n ..* n Ii and in 
general set 
Ki = 0 Ik 7 
k=l..... i 
k#j 
then Ij + Kj = R for j = l,..., i. Consequently, there exist elements rj in R 
such that r, = 1 mod Ii and rj = 0 modI, for j, k = l,..., i and k # j. 
Therefore, (ml + a.* + mi)rj = mjr, = ltlj forj = l,..., i. Thus 
m,R @ **- @ miR = (ml + .** + mi)R. 
The existence of the elements rj and Lemmas 5.2 and 5.7 imply that M, = 
(m, + ..* + m,)R and hence M is a cyclic module. 
We are now in position to compare the left and right properties of I*, for 
a two sided ideal I. 
COROLLARY 5.11. Let I be a two sided maximal ideal, then R/I embeds in E/R. 
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Proof. Consider I as a left module, then I*/R is a semisimple right sub- 
module of E/R. By Proposition 5.10 I*/R is a cyclic module. From Lemma 5.8 
(I*/R), = I*lR since I*/R is a two sided module, whence R/I cr! (I*/R), = 
I*/R C E/R. 
When I is considered as a right module, a different copy of R/I may be 
obtained in E/R. However, when I and I* are considered as left modules, 
R/I and I*/R are isomorphic. I* is a finitely generated left module. Conse- 
quently, a maximal ideal J exists such that when considered as a right ideal 
I* = J*, namely, 
PROPOSITION 5.12. Let I be a maximal ideal in R, considered as a left 
ideal. There exists a maximal ideal J such that when considered as a right ideal, 
I* = J*. 
Obviously, J is uniquely determined by I. 
As happens, having the fact for maximal ideals, the Noetherian property 
will enable us to deduce it for an arbitrary ideal. We start with: 
COROLLARY 5.13. For a nonzero ideal, I, considered as a left ideal, there 
exists a nonzero ideal J such that I* J C R. 
Proof. Since R is a Noetherian ring, if this were not true, there would 
result the existence of an ideal I maximal with respect to the property that 
I* J C R implies J = 0. By Proposition 5.12 I is not a maximal ideal. The 
remark following Theorem 4.6 leads to the existence of an ideal I’ such that 
I’ r> I and I1 I”I’ where I” is a maximal ideal. By the maximality of I, an ideal 
J’ # 0 exists such that (I’)*J’ CR and by Proposition 5.12, an ideal J” # 0 
exists such that (I”)* J” C R. Therefore, 
I*(J”J’) C (I”I’)* _T”J’ = (I’)*(I”)* J”J’ C R 
which is a contradiction to the property presumed on I. Q.E.D. 
We are able now to state and prove the crucial theorem towards the study 
of the residue rings of R. 
THEOREM 5.14. Let I be a nonzero ideal in R, considered as a left ideal. Let 
J be the maximal ideal such that I* J C R. Then IJ* C R and I is maximal with 
respect to this inclusion when J is considered as a right ideal. Furthermore, 
I” = J”. 
Proof. Since I* J C R, II* C R, I*I 1 R, J* J C R and J J* 3 R we have 
J* 3 I*. In particular, I* is a finitely generated left module. It follows that the 
right module Hom(I*, R) naturally identifies with an ideal, which is J because 
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of the maximality property of J. Therefore, I* = J* as stated, and the rest 
follows. 
Denote J = I’. 
Our next object is to analyze irreducible modules. 
PROPOSITION 5.15. Let I be a maximal ideal such that I = 12. Let S C E/R 
be a simple module such that IS = 0. Let S, be an essential extension of S in E/R, 
such that S,/S is a semisimple module, and J(S,/S) = 0 for some nonzero ideal J. 
Then S,/S can be embedded in E/R. 
Proof. Observe that Ss is finitely generated as S, C (IJ)*/R C E/R. 
Since S,/S is a semisimple module and since I = I2 we may assume 
that J @ I. Consequently I + J = R. There follows the existence of the 
maximal ideal I’ and an ideal 0 # J’ $ I’. Thus I’ + J’ = R. Let XE I’ 
and y E J’ be such that x + y = 1. The homomorphism of left modules 
given by right multiplication by x on E/R, induce a homomorphism f of S, 
into E/R. Obviously S C ker f. We claim that S = ker f. Let C u,s, be an 
element in S, - the images of the Q’S in S,/S generates this semisimple 
module. Suppose f (C uisi) = 0 whence 
0 = (C uisi) x = C uisi - (C uisi) y or C uisi = (C nisi) y rz S 
and the result follows. 
Remark that S, C (IJ)* whence SJ’J = 0 but Sal, # 0 as S,R is not a 
semisimple module. Furthermore (I’)* = I* and (J’)* = J* where I, J are 
considered as left ideals and I’, /’ as right ones. In particular, I3 J iff I’ 3 J’. 
The result on the general residue rings may be derived via the nature of 
special residue rings R/I, namely those with radical of square zero. We wish 
to point out how this can be achieved via the *duality. The proof will be 
left to the interested reader. 
Firstly, for any ideal I in R such that R/I is an Artinian ring with radical of 
square zero, every component X of R/I embeds in E/R. 
The socle of X is a cyclic module. Furthermore, if Y is the direct sum of all 
components isomorphic to X in a given decomposition of R/I, it would follow 
that Y is embeddable in E/R. 
Let I be a nonzero ideal, then I* = (I’)* by Theorem 5.14 (consider I 
as a left ideal). F/R is a left R/I-module and a right R/I’-module. Since E/R 
is an injective R-module (both as a left module and as a right module), and 
since for a homomorphism f of a left R/I-module M into E/R, f(M) C I*/R, 
then I*/R is a left injective R/I-module (right injective R/I’-module). 
Next, one verifies that for an ideal I in R so that R/I is an Artinian ring 
with radical of square zero, every R/I-indecomposable injective module is a 
cyclic module. This leads to the conclusion that every R/I-irreducible module 
is a cyclic module. 
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Consequently, R/I is a generalized uniserial ring. The result of Eisenbud 
and Griffith [ll] that proper residue rings of R are generalized uniserial 
rings now follows (e.g., [26]). 
We can now deduce some interesting results about splitting submodules and 
residue modules of finitely generated torsion modules with nontrivial annihi- 
lator. Before proceeding we wish to point out that since every R/I-indecom- 
posable module is cyclic, then every indecomposable R/I-module is 
embeddable in E/R. Furthermore, since for residue rings R/I whose radical is 
of square zero the irreducible modules are uniserial, then the injective inde- 
composable modules are uniserial for all proper residue rings R/I. In particular, 
irreducible modules have unique maximal submodules. Consequently, 
COROLLARY 5.16. Under the * duality, the dual of an irreducible module 
with nonzero annihilator is an irreducible module with nonzero annihilator. The 
irreducible modules with nonzero annihilators are uniserial. 
Some results about direct summands follow: 
COROLLARY 5.17. A maximal irreducible submodule of a module with 
nonzero annihilator is a direct summand. 
Proof. Let M be an R/I-module, and let Rx be a maximal irreducible 
module. We may suppose M # Rx, otherwise we are done. The embedding 
of Rx into its R/I injective envelop Ry, extends to a homomorphism 
f: M -+ Ry. If we set f(M) = Rz, then I(&) < Z(Rx) G Z(M). If we 
presume that Ry is a submodule of E/R, then we obtain 0 + zR + M, , 
where XR is an irreducible module, and M, is not an irreducible module. 
We may now repeat the procedure with ZR C M, replacing Rx C M. The 
result will be an irreducible submodule of (M,), = M, say Rt, such that 
Z(zR) < Z(tR), and since Z(zR) = I(&) an since l(tR) = Z(Rt) then there d 
results the irreducible submodule Rt of M that by its being uniserial neces- 
satily contains Rx and Z(Rt) 3 l(Rx), contradicting the maximality of Rx 
in M unless Z(Rt) = Z(Rx). Combining the inequalities: Z(Rx) < Z(Rz) < Z(h) 
implies Z(Rx) = Z(Rz) whence f : M + Ry yields a splitting for the embedding 
0 -+ Rx -+ M, as stated. 
Remark that a maximal cyclic submodule is not necessarily a direct sum- 
mand: In E/R semisimple modules are cyclic, but there may exist submodules 
I*/R in which the stole is a maximal cyclic submodule, but is not a direct 
summand. This cannot happen in a Dedekind ring. 
In particular there results: 
THEOREM 5.18. An indecomposable R/I-module is irreducible. 
Proof. By Corollary 5.17, a maximal irreducible submodule of the R/I- 
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module splits off, whence an indecomposable module is necessarily an irre- 
ducible module. 
Using the .+ duality we have the following 
COROLLARY 5.19. Let M be an R/I-module, and let f : M---f E/R be a 
homomorphism such that f (M) is an irreducible module of maximalpossible l ngth. 
Then the induced epimorphism f : M -+ f (M) splits OH. 
The following problems arise now naturally: 
1. Let I be a nonzero ideal such that (i) n~=,P = 0 and (ii) R/I does 
not decompose into a ring direct sum. Is then R/I a QF-ring ? 
2. Let I be a maximal ideal. Let S be simple module such that IS = 0 
and let E(S) be its injective envelop. Is then End E(S) a complete Noetherian 
principal ideal domain ? This seems to be the situation in the bounded case, 
as in view of Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.18 the indecomposable finitely 
generated torsion modules are uniserial. 
3. Is there a converse theorem: For example, if R is a commutative 
Noetherian domain and Extr(M, R) = M whenever M* = 0, then the 
duality holds and leads to the conclusion that R is a Dedekind domain. 
‘?‘o this extent we point out that an irreducible module M has as its dual a 
module with a unique maximal ideal M, = M. This implies that inde- 
composable modules are irreducible and uniserial. In particular, for a maximal 
ideal, 1, R/I2 has a unique Jordan-Holder series. Consequently, there are no 
proper ideals between I and I2 and thus R is a Dedekind domain (e.g., [7]). 
It seems that Extr(Exti(M, R), R) c1 M f or every finitely generated module 
M provided M* = 0, leads to the conclusion inj dim, R = 1. 
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